
 

 

Defog It™ Anti-Fog Earns Tactical Officers 
Association member Tested and Approved Seal 

Case Study The Work Environment: Vision Critical 
 Defog It antifog towelettes have been awarded the National Tactical Officers 
Association’s Member Tested and Recommended Seal.  Members of the NTOA 
who are active law enforcement officers field tested and reviewed the Defog It 3-
pack of towelettes for use on eyeglasses, shooting glasses, faceshields and 
goggles, as well as for optics such as riflescopes and binoculars.   
 
Results: “I was impressed and would recommend them.” 
One field tester, a law enforcement officer in Wisconsin, wrote this review: “I had 
the opportunity to test the Clarity Defog It Antifog 3 Pack at a recent full scale 
SWAT exercise and found the cloths to perform well...I found that during the 
exercise I did not experience any fog on my glasses when moving from outside 
the building to inside the building even in full gear and while under the stress of a 
realistic training scenario…based on my experience with the Clarity Defog It 
Antifog cloths I was impressed and would recommend them.”  
  
Another field tester, a law enforcement officer in New York wrote: “During the time 
of testing there were frequent temperature variations from below freezing to 60+ 
degrees. My assigned duties also involved my getting in and out of a vehicle 
(controlled temperature environment) frequently. At no time did I encounter the 
lenses fogging in these conditions. I would recommend this product.” 
 
The promise: It works. 
The Clarity Defog It anti-fog formula is used by the military around the world to 
prevent fogged eyewear in vision-critical situations. It’s been rigorously tested for 
performance. In one test, a lens treated with Defog It was held over constant hot 
steam for 60 minutes without fog forming. Similar products failed in as little as 5 
minutes.  In another test, lenses coated with Clarity Defog It were moved between 
cold and hot environments 100 times without fog forming.  

Clarity Defog It anti-fog is safe and effective on safety glasses, safety goggles, 
faceshields and eyeglasses, even high-tech anti-reflective and super-hydrophobic 
lenses. 
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